ABSTRACT Centrifugal pumps with bearings are widely used in nuclear power plants. A challenge in datadriven prognostic technologies for centrifugal pump bearings is to evaluate their degradation features, which can be combined into degradation trajectory; however, the massive data gathered continuously from condition monitoring systems has created challenges to extracting degradation features effectively. The traditional degradation feature extraction methods are highly reliant on prior knowledge and diagnostic expertise, have limited capacities for learning the complex relationships between the degradation features and the massive amounts of measurement data, and their feature design processes are not automated and require intensive human labor. Deep neural networks offer remarkable abilities to extract features from massive data, and they can be used to automatically extract highly abstracted features that correlate well with bearing degradation. Therefore, to extract centrifugal pump bearing degradation features from massive amounts of vibration data, this paper proposes a deep feature optimization fusion method. First, data from the vibration-frequencydomain are mapped to a nonlinear spatial domain using an enhanced autoencoder. Second, the neural nodes in the last hidden layer of the enhanced autoencoder are divided into several child modules. The minimum quantization errors of each child module are used as the candidate degradation features. Finally, the optimal degradation trajectory is obtained via a weighted fusion of the candidate degradation features. The optimal weighting coefficients are calculated using the grey wolf optimizer algorithm. In this paper, experiments were performed using the IEEE PHM2012 bearing prognostic data set and a centrifugal pump bearing conditionmonitoring data set. The results demonstrate that the degradation trajectory obtained using the proposed method offers stronger predictive capabilities than do those obtained using other methods, thereby improving the accuracy of predictions of the bearings' remaining useful life.
I. INTRODUCTION
Centrifugal pumps with bearings are widely used in Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs). The primary functions of the bearings in a centrifugal pump are to support the rotating shaft, reduce the coefficient of kinetic friction, and guarantee the operating accuracy of the pumps. By evaluating the health and safety status [1] of the centrifugal pump bearings, managerial personnel can promptly assess the potential for accidents and rapidly take measures to ensure the economic and safe operation of the cooling water circulation system in an NPP. Bearing prognostic approaches can be classified into physics-based models and data-driven models. The physicsbased models use mathematical representations to model the physics-of-failure (PoF); however, the physics-based models are not practical in industrial situations because their fault types are often unique to specific environments, and their degradation process model parameters are unavailable [2] . In contrast, the data-driven models use condition-monitoring data coupled with artificial intelligence, which has gradually become a research focus in recent years. One challenge in data-driven prognostics [3] for centrifugal pump bearings is to evaluate their degradation trajectories [4] , [5] .
A degradation trajectory (also known as a prognostic parameter, health indicator, or degradation index [6] ) can be used to reflect the process by which bearings degrade. The degradation trajectories used for predicting remaining useful life (RUL) are different from the features used in fault diagnosis. A degradation trajectory, which is composed of combined degradation features, must have a distinct monotonic trend to achieve a high predictive capability. A degradation feature is one that shows a deviation from a bearing's original state. These features form the external manifestations of bearing structural damage and constitute a concrete reflection of bearing function decline.
The commonly used degradation features mainly include time domain statistics [7] , frequency domain statistics, time-frequency domain parameters, or other user-defined features [8] . Tian et al. [9] developed a method based on simulated annealing and spectral kurtosis (SK) to locate the optimum frequency band for detecting the bearing fault feature frequency component. Wang et al. [10] used the fractional envelope spectrum for rolling element bearing weak fault feature extraction. During bearing degradation, the fault types may change, and different types of faults may coexist. However, a particular degradation feature may be highly sensitive to one fault type but exhibit poor performance on a different set of fault types [11] . It is also intrinsically difficult to obtain both global and local degradation features in the time or frequency domain.
Traditional machine learning methods have been used successfully to extract user-defined or automatically-learned degradation features. These methods include neural networks (NN) [12] , the nonnegative latent factor (SNLF) model, and the auto-associative kernel regression (AAKR), among others. Coble et al. [13] and Kappaganthu et al. [14] employed the AAKR model to extract degradation features of mechanical equipment in NPPs. The AAKR model generates the residuals between the actual observations and the estimated corrected observations [15] . Baraldi et al. [16] improved the robustness of the AAKR model and applied it to monitor transient failures in NPP mechanical equipment. However, the AAKR model is ineffective when the sources of monitoring data are sparse. High-dimensional and sparse (HiDS) matrix data [17] exists in mechanical fault detection [18] , and other fields. The SNLF models are able to analyze HiDS matrix data efficiently and accurately, addressing both feature extraction and missing data estimation [19] . Baraldi et al. [20] later proposed a health indicator that used differential-evolution-based multi-objective optimization. Cai and Zhu [21] proposed an effective feature evaluation criterion called the neighborhood relationship-preserving score for multi-label feature selection. Tian et al. [22] presented a self-organizing maps (SOM)-based k-nearest neighbor algorithm for detecting bearing anomalies that reduced the influence of monitoring signal noise by removing the noise-dominated best-matching unit (BMU). Guo et al. [8] proposed a recurrent neural network-based health indicator (RNN-HI) to predict bearing RUL and showed that RNN-HI performs better than a SOM-based method.
However, no single feature extraction method is ideal for every prognostic situation [23] . The increasing availability of massive computer storage facilities and smart sensor networks have caused a great increase in the amount of data being collected; consequently, these data have been increasingly widely applied to condition-monitoring systems. Traditional degradation features extraction methods with shallow architecture are poor when faced with massive data [24] due to their excessive dependence on prior knowledge and diagnostic expertise and their limited capacity to learn the complex nonlinear relationships between the degradation features and the massive measurement data [25] . These methods extract statistical features from raw data used as the input of machine learning methods. However, designing features manually is both labor intensive and insufficiently automated [26] .
In recent years, due to their potential advantages for feature extraction, deep neural networks (DNN) have attracted increasing attention from many fields, including computer vision [27] and speech recognition [28] . A DNN is a type of artificial neural network constructed with a desirable complex architecture using deep learning (DL) techniques. A DNN can be used to extract latent degradation features automatically from massive unstructured multi-modal data [29] , [30] . The advantage of a DNN over a one-hidden-layer NN is that their deep structure allows a much more efficient representation of many nonlinear transformations and functions [31] . Liao et al. [32] proposed an enhanced restricted Boltzmann machine (ERBM) by adding the gradients from the slope regularization term to update the learning term. Statistical signal measurements were input into the ERBM and minimum quantization errors (MQEs) were used as the degradation features [33] . Qi et al. [34] proposed a stacked sparse AE-based diagnosis method to extract more discriminative high-level features; this approach performs better for diagnosing rotating machinery faults than do traditional machine learning methods with shallow architectures. Although DNNs are highly effective approaches for extracting bearing degeneration features, thus far, most applications use statistical features obtained from raw data as the input, and using DNNs as a method for selecting degradation features has not yet been studied intensively [24] .
In accordance with the ASME OM−S/G−2007 standards and guidelines for the operation and maintenance of NPPs, centrifugal pump bearing monitoring focuses primarily on vibration, temperature, and seal condition. However, vibration data have been most widely adopted because they are both easily available and highly sensitive to bearing faults [11] , [35] . Thus, vibration-based fault diagnosis systems have been extensively investigated [25] , [36] . However, bearing nonlinearity, the uncertainty of surrounding disturbances, measurement noise, the temporal dependency of monitoring data, and the cumulative size of the vibration data are all factors that pose substantial challenges to extracting effective degradation features [37] .
To extract the degradation features that correlate well with fault degradation from massive vibration data, this paper proposes a deep feature optimization fusion method to extract degradation features to improve the accuracy of RUL prediction. VOLUME 6, 2018 The main contributions of this work are as follows: (1) A deep feature optimization fusion method based on a DNN is developed-more specifically, an enhanced autoencoder (EAE) [26] , [34] . The EAE was used to automatically extract highly abstracted features. Compared with the general AE model, the EAE formulation includes an additional predictability task term in the error loss function, which serves the dual purposes of signal reconstruction and enhanced predictability. Our method achieves better predictions than does the ERBM proposed in [32] . This paper presents a general approach to bearing degradation monitoring using specific examples of centrifugal pump bearings; however, the proposed method can be applied to the bearings of a variety of machines.
(2) All the neural nodes in the last hidden layer of the EAE are divided into several child modules for the following reasons. First, it is easy to implement dimensional extensions for data in the hidden layer. In addition, the added task regularization term in the loss function of the EAE affects only the weights W and biases b between adjacent pairs of hidden layers h N −1 and h N −2 . The MQEs of each child module are used as the candidate degradation features. Then, through weighted fusion, the selected degradation features are combined to strengthen the contributions of the child modules with more significant information while de-emphasizing those with less significant information. A stochastic optimization algorithm called the grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is used to calculate the weighting coefficients. Data source fusion methods were also proposed in [13] and [20] for optimal prognostic parameter selection via a stochastic optimization algorithm. However, their candidate degradation feature extraction approach relied on multi-sensor data sources and cannot be applied to massive data volumes from a single sensor in which the data sources are relatively sparse.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the preliminaries. Section 3 discusses the proposed method in detail, including the criteria for the degradation trajectories. Sections 4 and 5 respectively present two different experimental validations of the proposed method. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary and conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section provides introductions to the DNN regression model, SOM, RUL prediction method, and GWO.
A. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK REGRESSION MODEL
DNNs can be divided into unsupervised learning and supervised learning approaches. The unsupervised approaches include AE, sparse AE, RBM, and so on, while the supervised learning approaches include the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and the convolutional neural network (CNN). For regression problems, unsupervised learning approaches such as an AE have a better effect and are more commonly used [31] , [34] . Thus, an AE with multiple hidden layers is used as the DNN in our paper.
A special characteristic of an AE is that its output is equal to the input. The first layer is the input layer h 0 , which consists of a group of processing units responsible for accepting the data X input into the network. All the hidden layers are connected to the neural nodes in the input layer h 0 . The hidden layers h 1:N −1 are regarded as forming a highly nonlinear mapping from the input to the output. The output layer h N generates the output data. The feature processing layer is denoted by H = F(Z ), where Z = WX + b, W denotes the weight matrix, and b is a bias vector. The sigmoid function F(Z ) = 1/(1+exp(−Z ) is selected as the activation function. The output layer h N produces an estimation X of the input data X .
The goal of AE learning is to minimize the estimated error. The error loss function J (θ ) is written as follows:
where
MSE i is the error loss term for all input data, and there are N input data items. The purpose of the weighted regularization term W 2 F is to reduce information loss, λ 1 is the regularized hyperparameter that needs to be adjusted, and
F is the Frobenius norm. The mean squared error (MSE) is computed as follows:
where X i denotes the i th input data and X i denotes an estimation of the input data.
We denote U (t) as the output of all the neural nodes in the last hidden layer for the input data at the monitoring time t. Here, U (t) will be input into the SOM model to compute the MQE, which is introduced in the next subsection.
B. SELF-ORGANIZING MAP MODEL
A SOM network consists of an input layer and a competition layer whose neural nodes are fully linked. By calculating the Euclidean distances between the weight vector of each neural node and the input vectors U (t), the SOM obtains a sequence of minimum distance values. The neural node corresponding to each of these minimum distances is called the best matching unit (BMU) for the corresponding input. The training data clustered together in a given BMU are within a certain distance range. In accordance with the learning function, the weight vectors of the BMU and each neighboring neural node are updated based on the input until the changes in the weights remain smaller than a specified threshold. The learning function is computed as follows: (3) where t and t + 1 denote two consecutive times, W i is the weight vector of the i th neural node, U i (t) is the input vector at time t, and h ci (t) represents the method used to obtain the neighboring neurons at time t. In our proposed method, the first 10% of the deep feature values U 1:0.1t are used to train the SOM model.
The minimum quantization error (MQE) is defined as the distance between the U (t) and the BMU. The MQE is computed as follows:
The MQE 1:t values are combined to form a degradation trajectory γ j for bearing j. Fig. 1 shows the relationships among the monitoring data unit, MQEs, and the degradation trajectory. 
C. REMAINING USEFUL LIFE PREDICTION
Let m 1 and m 2 denote the number of degradation trajectories used to obtain training data or test data for RUL prediction, respectively, where
are obtained using a sliding window cutoff sequence method. The sliding window is a sub-list that runs over one degradation trajectory. For example, one degradation trajectory γ j 1:n | j=1:m 1 corresponding to a bearing j is shown in Fig. 2 . A window of a specified length L = 4 is moved along the degradation trajectory, point by point. Let n denote the length of the degradation trajectory. The monitoring interval time is T . The start time of the degradation trajectory is denoted by T start . The total time of the degradation trajectory is denoted by T end = n × T . The data points of the continuous G = 4 windows are arranged into a data matrix unit, and there are n − L data matrix units.
The actual RUL (RULr) corresponding to the i th data matrix unit is defined as follows:
where i is the index of the sliding window step. Because the total length of the degradation trajectory is a fixed number, the RULr values diminish linearly in accordance with the monitoring cycle sequence.
In our study, an artificial neural network (ANN) classification model is used for RUL prediction with a recommended 2∼6 hidden layers. The RULr values are used as training data labels. The size of the neural nodes in the output layer is equal to the size of the RULr values.
The RUL prediction score function is computed as follows:
where Er i is the error percentage in the i th data units. The error percentage Er i is defined as
where RULr i is the actual RUL value in the i th monitoring cycle, and RUL i is the predicted RUL value. The mean score of all monitoring cycles was used. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) (%) is defined as follows:
where n is the number of monitored cycles for a single bearing j.
To distinguish among different bearings, the vector notations MAPE j , Score 
D. GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER
In this paper, the optimal weighting coefficients are calculated using GWO [38] . GWO is both more robust and has a stronger global search capability than do other bio-inspired stochastic optimization approaches such as the genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [39] . The GWO model mimics wolves' hunting behaviors: division and collaboration. The ultimate goal is to obtain an optimal set of hunting positions in the form of a vector Q end . The principle is as follows: Four types of grey wolves-α, β, δ, and φ-are employed to simulate the leadership hierarchy. The α, β, and δ wolves lead the φ wolves in the three main steps The encircling behavior of grey wolves during the hunt is expressed as follows:
where t indicates the current iteration, R = 2a · r 1 − a and C = 2·r 2 , where α decreases linearly from 2 to 0 and r 1 and r 2 are random vectors in the interval [0, 1]. Q p is the position vector of all wolves (the pack), and Q is the position of one wolf. The approximate distances between the current solution and the α, β, and δ wolves are respectively expressed as follows:
where Q α is the position of the α wolf, Q β is the position of the β wolf, Q δ is the position of the δ wolf, C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are random vectors, and Q is the current solution.
The final position of the solution is computed as follows:
where R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 are random vectors. The final vector of the optimal weighting coefficients is
The details are shown in Equation (28). The function of the optimization fusion module is to strengthen the contributions of the child modules with more significant information while de-emphasizing those with less significant information. The optimal degradation trajectory is obtained via a weighted fusion of the chosen degradation features. The weighting coefficients, ω k , are obtained using GWO. Making comparisons between the GWO, simulated annealing [9] , and others is out of the scope of this paper.
III. THE PROPOSED DEEP FEATURE OPTIMIZATION FUSION METHOD
Compared with the common AE, the EAE formulation includes an additional predictability task term in the loss function to enhance the predictive capability of the output data. The loss function J (θ ; D) of the EAE is computed as follows:
19644 VOLUME 6, 2018 which is equivalent to Equation (1) plus the additional task regularization term L 3 (θ). The task regularization term L 3 (θ ) is defined as the sum of the slopes of the hidden neural nodes output data sequences over a time sequence, and it is computed as follows:
slope i (19) where slope i represents the slopes of the linear regression for the i th neural node output data sequence of the hidden layer h N −1 . Here, slope i is computed as follows:
is the output data sequence of the i th neural node in the hidden layer h N −1 , and T k is the time of the k th monitoring cycle:
B. TRAINING STRATEGY FOR THE EAE NETWORK
In the parameter training strategy for the deep feature optimization fusion model, we update the model parameters using the back-propagation-gradient descent (BP-GD) algorithm. Randomly selected minimum batch data are reordered according to the time sequence.
Let N denote the number of layers in the EAE network. The output data of each layer are denoted by Z N . The gradients of the L th layer are computed as follows:
The new task regularization term affects only the weights W and b between the hidden layers h N −1 and h N −2 . The gradients of layer h N −1 are computed as follows:
The parameter training strategy for the deep feature optimization fusion model is described below.
Step 1: Initialize the weights W and b.
Step 2: Train the EAE model parameters using the BP-GD algorithm:
where η 1 and η 2 are the learning rates.
Step 3: Calculate the optimal weighting coefficients. To avoid overfitting, K -fold cross-validation (K = 5 or 10) is used to select the model parameters. First, training data is used to train the model and obtain different model parameters. Then the test error using different model parameters is evaluated using the validation data. The model parameters that result in the smallest validation data test error are selected.
The optimal weighting coefficient calculation is introduced in the next subsection.
C. OPTIMAL WEIGHTING COEFFICIENT CALCULATION
For bearing j, the FFT amplitudes of vibration data for units 1 : n were input into the EAE model. We obtain the candidate degradation features of the k th child module, which are defined as follows: (27) where MQE jk 1:t | k=1:p is the MQE value of the k th child module for the j th bearing.
The weighting coefficients calculation for the chosen degradation features is a single-objective optimization problem whose goal is to obtain the weighting coefficients ω k , k = 1, 2, · · · , p, that yield the optimal degradation trajectory. Fig. 4 shows the process of calculating the optimal weighting coefficients.
The objective function is defined as follows:
This objective function is subject to the following constraint: a ≤ ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω p ≤ b, where γ j is the degradation trajectory for the j th bearing, γ j is obtained via weighted fusion of the chosen degradation features, represents the degradation trajectories of all m 1 bearings, and a and b are the upper and lower bounds, respectively. The weights are the three criteria ζ i = 1, i = 1, 2, 3. If necessary, other weight values can be selected.
There are three criteria for the degradation trajectories: monotonicity, trendability, and prognosability [40] . The monotonicity of a trajectory is defined as follows:
where n is the size of the degradation values in each degradation trajectory γ j . The prognosability of a trajectory is defined as follows:
where γ j 1 is the starting value of the degradation trajectory γ j , and γ j end is the failure value. The trendability of a trajectory is characterized by the smallest absolute correlation and is defined as follows:
The experiments performed in this study use the IEEE PHM2012 bearing prognostic dataset and a centrifugal pump bearing condition-monitoring dataset.
The algorithm was executed on a hardware platform consisting of a personal computer (PC) configured with a Windows 7 64-bit operating system and an Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3470 3.2 GHz CPU with 4 GB of RAM.
The following sections report the experimental verification for the proposed method.
IV. EXPERIMENT ON A BEARING FAILURE PREDICTION DATASET
This experiment analyzed the IEEE PHM2012 bearing prognostic dataset [41] . The dataset was collected using the rotor test platform PRONOSTIA. Rotor test platforms are most commonly used to simulate the degradation processes of bearings. This dataset provides real experimental data that characterize the degradation of ball bearings throughout their operational life (until their total failure).
A. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND DATASET DESCRIPTION
The NSK 6804DD type ball bearings were used for testing. The characteristics of these bearings are as follows: the outside race diameter is 29.1 mm, the mean diameter is 25.6 mm, the inside diameter is 22.1 mm, the number of rolling elements is 13, and the diameter of the rolling elements is 3.5 mm. The inner-race fault frequency (IRF) was 184.72 Hz, the outer-race fault frequency (ORF) was 140.28 Hz, the cage fault frequency (CF) was 10.79 Hz, and the rolling element fault frequency (REF) was 89.72 Hz. Two Dytran (model 3035B) accelerometers were used for data acquisition: One was placed on the vertical (V) axis of bearing housing and the other on the horizontal (H) axis. The data acquisition device was an NI DAQCard-9174, with a sampling frequency of 25.6 kHz. A total of 2560 samples (0.1 s) were recorded during every 10-second monitoring cycle. The monitoring interval time was 9.9 seconds (10 seconds -0.1 s). The data acquisition time of 0.1 s is very short, which led to a coarse resolution for the fast Fourier transformation (FFT). The theoretical models based on frequency signatures to detect bearing faults (such as IRF, ORF, and CF) do not work with this dataset. The bearing failure process cannot be accurately controlled during accelerated testing. The end of life was TABLE 1. PHM2012 bearing prognostic dataset [32] . defined as the time at which the vibration level exceeded 20 g. The noise level also cannot be controlled; it depends on the degradation process. The operating conditions used during testing were 1800 RPM and 4000 N.
The characteristics of the dataset files are listed in Table 1 . Bearing1_1 to Bearing1_5 were used as training data, and Bearing1_6 and Bearing1_7 were used as test data. Approximately 90% of the entire life of each bearing was used for both training and testing because during the last 10% of the bearing life, the vibration level increases dramatically. Therefore, the test dataset files were truncated to 1700 seconds, and the goal was to predict the RUL up to 90% of the bearing life. Fig. 7 summarizes the signal processing flow described in detail as follows.
B. SIGNAL PROCESSING FLOW
Step 1: Vibration data preprocessing. The data were preprocessed using various methods: mean removal, and resampling. Outlier removal criteria were not applied, because the raw vibration signal amplitude increases at each recording time (every 0.1 s).
The goal of resampling is to improve the spectral estimation accuracy by changing the time delta but maintaining the same sampling interval. By resampling, we lose some frequency information but may improve the accuracy of the FFT. The purpose of data resampling is to improve the accuracy of spectrum estimation by changing the time increment while preserving the same sampling interval.
The noise level is uncontrollable and depends on the degradation process. To preserve as much frequency information as possible at low frequencies ([0, 2048] Hz), we did not conduct noise reduction. In addition, most DAQ data acquisition devices have a function to remove power-line interference. Therefore, we assumed that the collected data did not include power frequency noise.
Step 2: Calculation of the frequency amplitude using FFT. Vibration data amplitudes were normalized in the FFT frequency spectrum. The frequency domain FFT amplitude is related to the size of vibration data. We calculated the FFT using the same size for each data unit. The recording data in each monitoring cycle forms a vibration data unit.
The frequency range of bearing failure occurs at low frequencies, generally less than 2048 Hz. Thus, the amplitudes at low frequencies ([0, 2048] Hz) were input into the EAE.
Step 3: Training of the EAE network weights using the BP-GD. The selected EAE network layers were 2048-1024-2048. The training data included the frequency amplitudes of Bearing1_1 to Bearing1_5. In the training process, the output is equal to the input. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 7. Experimental signal processing framework. K -fold cross-validation (K = 10) was used to select the model parameters. We randomly divided the training dataset into 10 groups of approximately equal size and then treated 9 groups as training data and the remaining group as validation data. Using this approach, a different group of observations is treated as a validation set during each run, and the procedure is repeated 10 times, yielding MSE 1 to MSE 10 . The 10-fold CV (10) estimate is computed by averaging all the MSEs of the validation sets: CV (10) = 1.683. The average training time was 374.373 s. In contrast, for the AE model with layers of 2048-1024-2048, CV (10) = 1.202, and the average training time is 80.95 s. The added task regularization term affects the weights W and b in the last hidden layer of AE model. Thus, the EAE model has a larger MSE than does the AE model.
To verify the superiority of the EAE, the degradation trajectories obtained using the AE and EAE were compared in terms of monotonicity and slope in Table 2 . The degradation trajectory MQE 1:t is obtained from all the neural nodes in last hidden layers of the AE and EAE models. The monotonicity and slope of the degradation trajectories obtained using EAE have higher values. Thus, the EAE results are superior to the AE results.
Step 4: Test data input to the trained EAE network. The test data included the frequency amplitudes of Bearing1_6 and Bearing1_7. The output of the trained EAE network was smoothed using the LOESS local regression method in MATLAB, with the SPAN parameter set to 0.01.
After all the test data were input to the EAE+GWO model, the computational cost was 175.897 s. This value does not include the time required for GWO calculation (177.244 s) because only a single calculation is necessary. The maximum CPU usage rate is 56%. The algorithm's runtime and storage costs are suitable for engineering applications.
Regarding degradation feature extraction, the deep model is better than the shallow model. (1) Training time is affected by the training dataset and the number of EAE model parameters. A larger training dataset or a greater number of model parameters increases the training time. When using half of the training dataset, the training time cost was 132 s, and when using all of the training dataset, the training time cost was 234 s; On this basis, we doubled the number of model parameters by expanding the neural nodes in the hidden layer, raising the training time cost to 449 s.
(2) A larger number of hidden layers results in a more monotonous trend in the information in the last hidden layer. These results are shown in Table 2 .
(3) After many tests, we found that using more than 5 hidden layers may lead to overfitting. Dropout can be used to reduce overfitting in a deep model. Whether the shallow methods or deep learning are used, the models' generalization capabilities are influenced by the amount of experimental data. The K-fold cross-validation approach can be used to select the model parameters to avoid overfitting.
Step 5: Predictive capability evaluation of the degradation trajectories of Bearing1_1 to Bearing1_7.
Step 6: RUL prediction of Bearing1_1 to Bearing1_7. The score and MAPE results of RUL prediction were evaluated.
C. DEGRADATION TRAJECTORY CONSTRUCTION
To verify the predictive capability of the degradation trajectories obtained using the proposed method, the following methods were considered for comparison:
(1) Raw. This approach uses statistical features to calculate the MQEs to construct the degradation trajectory. There is no deep feature transform, and a statistical feature vector is input to the SOM. The selected statistical features are as follows: (a) time-domain statistical features, including RMS, variance, peak value, peak factor, kurtosis, gap coefficient, impact coefficient, shape factor, line integral, peak-to-peak value, Shannon entropy, and skewness; (b) amplitudes in the frequency domain, including amplitudes of the 1st to 3rd harmonics, peaks in the power spectral density, and the spectral peaks of the 1st to 5th harmonics; (c) energy coefficients after discrete wavelet packet decomposition; and (d) bearing fault defect frequency amplitudes, including the characteristic IRF, ORF, CF, and REF values as well as the energy spectrum and frequency-domain amplitudes of the 1st to 3rd harmonics.
(2) ERBM. The selected 21 statistical features are input to the ERBM presented in [32] . The output data of the last hidden layer are used to calculate the MQEs to construct the degradation trajectories .
(3) AE: AE model. The output data of the last hidden layer are used to calculate the MQEs to construct the degradation trajectories .
(4) EAE: EAE model. The output data of the last hidden layer are used to calculate the MQEs to construct the degradation trajectories .
(5) EAE+GWO. The deep feature optimization fusion method proposed in this paper. Fig. 8 shows the degradation trajectories of Bearing1_1 to Bearing1_5 obtained from the H-axis vibration data using the different methods described above, while Fig. 9 shows the degradation trajectories of Bearing1_6 and Bearing1_7 from the H-axis vibration data using different methods.
The comparison in Table 3 presents the predictive performance criteria of the degradation trajectories obtained from the H-axis and V-axis vibration data. Overall, the EAE+GWO method yields superior results compared with the other methods.
During the infant mortality period of bearings, the selfhealing phenomenon [11] is not apparent. The reasons are as follows. First, for our experimental data in itself, self-healing phenomenon is very weak. In addition, the self-healing values counteract each other among the first 10% of U (t) and the remaining test data. The ideal degradation trajectory of the bearings should follow a bathtub-shaped curve. The self-healing phenomenon of the bearing is a turning point between the infant mortality period and the relatively constant failure period.
D. REMAINING USEFUL LIFE PREDICTION
The newff , train, and sim functions in MATLAB were used to build and train an ANN classification model for RUL prediction. The vibration data collected on both the V and H axes were used in this analysis. Thus, the number of sensor channels was n = 2. A sliding window with a length of L = 10 was moved along each degradation trajectory, sample by sample, to obtain the training and test data for RUL prediction. The data from Bearing1_1 to Bearing1_5 were used to train the model, which was then used to predict the RULs of Bearing1_6 and Bearing1_7. Fig. 10 shows the RUL prediction results for Bearing1_6. Fig. 11 shows the RUL prediction results for Bearing1_7. Table 4 shows a comparison of the MAPE and score results of RUL prediction using different methods. The EAE+GWO method has the lowest MAPE and achieves the highest score.
From this experiment, we can conclude that the EAE+GWO method offers stronger predictive capabilities than those obtained using the EAE, ERBM, or other methods. The EAE+GWO method is superior at extracting degradation features, thereby improving the RUL prediction accuracy.
V. CENTRIFUGAL PUMP BEARING CONDITION-MONITORING DATASET EXPERIMENT
This experiment was performed using a component cooling water pump (CCWP) bearing condition-monitoring dataset from an NPP in China. A CCWP is a type of horizontal singlestage centrifugal pump. The dataset includes data from two CCWPs, labeled CCWP1 and CCWP2.
A. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND AND DATASET DESCRIPTION
Two ball bearings are used to support the rotating shaft. The rated power of the motor is 580 kW, and its rated rotation speed is 1480 RPM. In accordance with the ASME OM−S/G−2007 standards and guidelines for the operation and maintenance of NPPs, accelerometers (Endevco model 2273AM20) were placed on the H-axis and V-axis on the bearing housing. The sampling frequency was 8192 Hz. The data collected by the vibration accelerometers were stored every 24 hours, and the measurement time span was 209 days. The vibration data of the CCWP1 bearing were used as the training dataset, and the vibration data of the CCWP2 bearing were used as the test dataset. 
B. SIGNAL PROCESSING FLOW
The signal processing flow is the same as that used in Experiment 1; however, in this experiment, the 3σ criterion was used to remove raw data outliers because although the raw vibration signal amplitude is relatively stable, abnormal points existed in each data unit.
In this experiment, the selected EAE model layers are 2048-256-2048. K -fold cross-validation (K = 5) was used to obtain the best model parameters, CV (5) With all the test data input, the EAE+GWO model's computational time is 16.557 s. This value does not include the time required for GWO calculation (7.005 s) because only a single calculation is necessary. The maximum CPU usage rate is 46%.
C. DEGRADATION TRAJECTORY CONSTRUCTION
Fig. 14 shows the CCWP bearing degradation trajectories obtained using the EAE+GWO method, where CCWP1B-H and CCWP1B-V were obtained from the H-axis and V-axis vibration data of the CCWP1 bearing, respectively, and CCWP2B-H and CCWP2B-V were obtained from the H-axis and V-axis vibration data of the CCWP2 bearing, respectively. Fig. 15 shows the RUL prediction results for the CCWP2 bearing, and Table 5 compares the predictive performance criteria of the degradation trajectories obtained using different methods. The predictive performance criteria are monotonicity, prognosability, trendability, and their total values. The EAE+GWO method yields the best results compared with those of the other methods. Table 6 shows the MAPE and score results of RUL prediction for the CCWP2 bearing using different methods. CCWP2B−H+V denotes the results obtained using the combined H-axis and V-axis vibration data. The RUL prediction results obtained using the EAE+GWO method generally achieve a smaller MAPE and a higher score.
D. REMAINING USEFUL LIFE PREDICTION
From this experiment, we can conclude that the EAE+GWO method extracts stronger degradation features than those obtained using other methods, thereby improving the accuracy of RUL prediction for CCWP bearings.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This study proposes a deep feature optimization fusion method for extracting degradation features of centrifugal pump bearings. The key features of this method are that it uses an EAE to represent the highly abstracted degradation features. All the neural nodes in the last hidden layer of the EAE are divided into several child modules. The MQEs of each child module are used as the candidate degradation features; then, a weighted fusion of the chosen degradation features is conducted to obtain the optimal degradation trajectory.
The detailed experiments on real datasets from various fields demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms other methods and generates degradation trajectories with stronger predictive capabilities, thus improving the accuracy of RUL prediction. The proposed method shows potential for future applications in big data analysis
